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Information on persistent organic pollutants, and other pollutants (trace metals, inorganic, 

biological contaminants), remains scarce in Ethiopia with a limited number of studies that 

have been carried out in the past. Hence, during this study we analyzed PCDD/F and dl-PCB 

activities in sludge and sediment samples collected from wastewater treatment plant, 

industries, and rivers found in the city of Addis Ababa by means of the CALUX bioassay. The 

BEQ values detected in samples from WWTP ranged between 1.7 and 9.8 pg BEQ /g for 

PCDD/Fs and between 1.3 and 3.3 BEQ pg/g for dl-PCBs. PCDD/F activities from industrial 

sludge ranged from 0.90 to 3.1 BEQ pg/g, while the PCB levels ranged between 0.53 and 5.4 

BEQ pg/g. The average levels of PCDD/F and dl-PCBs in sediment samples were 14.7 and 

0.89 BEQ pg/g, respectively. The study showed both industrial and domestic wastes as 

potential sources for PCDD/Fs and dl-PCBs in the city. Even though lower levels of PCDD/Fs 

and dl-PCBs were detected, large variations due to sampling heterogenity made it difficult 

to rule out any potential adverse impacts. However, as a first screening of this kind for the 

city, the results are highly significant and suggest to launch further in-depth investigations.  

Polychlorinated dibenzo-p-dioxins (PCDDs), polychlorinated dibenzofurans (PCDFs) and 

dioxin-like polychlorinated biphenyls (dl-PCBs) are among the most toxic persistent organic 

pollutants (POPs) that can be found nearly everywhere within the ecosystem (Van Den Berg 

et al., 1998; Van den Berg et al., 2006; Rada et al., 2013). PCDD/Fs are unintentional 

byproducts that are formed by combustion processes, such as industrial, domestic and 

municipal incineration. Moreover, they are produced by natural processes, e.g. volcanic 

eruption and forest fires (Pohl et al., 1998). On the other hand, dl-PCBs are synthetic organic 

compounds that have been used in different commercial products, including transformer 

fluorescent light fixtures, and as industrial oils and fluids (NRC, Council, 2003). However, the 

United States has banned the production of PCBs since 1979 (EEA, 2001), while in Europe the 

application of PCBs was banned in 1976 (Eckley and Selin, 2004).   

POPs are resistant to biodegradation, can travel long distances, and are lipophilic - by nature. 

In addition, these organic pollutants bio-accumulate and bio-magnify in animal and human 
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tissues, posing health threats (Roos et al., 2001). According to the WHO, short-term exposure 

to PCDD/Fs and dl-PCBs has been reported to cause skin lesions, such as chloracne and patchy 

darkening of the skin, while the long-term exposure could result in immunotoxicity, 

neurotoxicity, carcinogenicity, endocrine disruption, developmental and reproductive 

dysfunction (WHO, 2010).    

Therefore, in order to protect human health and the environment from the adverse effects 

of persistent organic pollutants, the Stockholm convention on persistent organic pollutants 

was signed in 2001 and entered into force on 2004 (UN, 2006). This convention obliges the 

member states to eliminate or reduce the use and the production of dioxins (as a general 

term for PCDD/Fs) and dl-PCB as well as their release to the environment. Moreover, article 

10 of the convention urges the importance of creating public information, awareness, and 

education on these pollutants, while article 11 directs the countries to conduct and 

strengthen research on the possible sources, levels and their trends in humans and the 

environment. Hence, the levels of PCDD/Fs and dl-PCBs in humans, animals, and environment 

have been a subject of interest by many countries. For example, the European parliament and 

the council in its directive 2013/39/EC in the water policy field have identified PCDDs/PCDFs 

and PCBs as priority hazardous substances that should be eradicated from the environment 

(Urbaniak and Wyrwicka, 2017). Studies in different countries reported the presence of 

PCDD/Fs and dl-PCBs in soils (Lin et al., 2014), sediments (Addeck et al., 2014; Vandermarken 

et al., 2018), and sludge’s from sewage, wastewater treatment plants, industrial and 

municipal wastes (Fuentes et al., 2007; Clarke et al., 2008; Elskens et al., 2013).  

Ethiopia has signed the Stockholm convention and agreed to support research on POPs, 

however, very few studies on PCDD/Fs and dl-PCBs have been conducted so far. For instance, 

one such report deals with the concentrations and bioaccumulation of POPs, such as DDT and 

PCBs detected in fish samples (Deribe et al., 2011). Additionally, polychlorinated dibenzo-p-

dioxins (PCDDs) and polychlorinated dibenzofurans (PCDFs) were also reported from surface 

sediment samples in the Ethiopian Rift Valley lakes (Urbaniak and Zalewski, 2011). Similarly, 

reports from Tanzania and Algeria indicated the presence of dioxins in sediments (Van 

Langenhove et al., 2013) and air samples (Khedidji et al., 2017), respectively. In Addis Ababa, 

the capital of Ethiopia, assessments of PCDD and PCDF emission levels and management 

practices have been conducted using the standard United Nations Environmental Programme 

(UNEP) (2005) toolkit guide. The study reported the release of about 139 g (TEQ/year) of 
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dioxin (PCDFs) and furans (PCDFs) in Addis Ababa. In addition to that, waste disposal activities, 

such as waste incineration are reported to result in the largest release of PCDD/Fs to the 

environment (Akele & Tarekegn, 2017). These results indicated that there is a considerable 

amount of dioxin burden in the city, however, quantitative analysis of the actual dioxin level 

from the different sources are not measured and often lacking, rather, their estimations are 

based on default emission factors and activity rates of the specified pollutants (UNEP, 2001).  

Hence, lack of sufficient information on these pollutants so far has instigated the need to 

assess the extent of PCDD/Fs and dl-PCB levels in the environment. As a first screening for the 

presence of these pollutants, the Chemically Activated LUciferase gene expression (CALUX) 

bioassay technique was used and involved separation of the PCDD/F fraction from the dl-PCB 

fraction using an activated carbon column (US EPA, 2014). This bioassay utilizes a 

recombinant mouse cell line (H1L7.5c1) that had been stably transfected with a luciferase 

reporter gene under control of the Aryl hydrocarbon receptor (AhR) that binds dioxin and 

dioxin-like compounds (He et al., 2011). The CALUX approach is chosen over the golden 

reference method consisting of gas chromatography/high-resolution mass spectrometry 

(GC/HRMS) because it offers fast, relatively cost-effective analyses and needs only small 

amounts of sample (Croes et al., 2011). The CALUX procedure allows the quantification of the 

PCDD/Fs and dl-PCB activities based on their biological equivalence value (BEQ) and can be 

considered a semi-quantitative assessment tool for AhR-related activity (Windal et al., 2005).   

The goal of this study was to screen and quantify the level of PCDD/Fs and dl-PCBs in various 

sludge and sediment samples originating from industries, wastewater treatment plants, and 

rivers in the vicinity of Addis Ababa, Ethiopia.  

  

  

Materials and methods  

Description of the study area, sampling strategy, sample collection and preparation   

The study sites or sources of samples are geographically located between LAT N 

09002’57.089” and LAT N 08052’33.725” in the city of Addis Ababa (Fig. 1). In July 2017, a 

total of 4 sediments and 25 sludge samples were collected from two rivers, three traditional 

and one membrane bioreceptor wastewater treatment plants (WWTP), two leather 

industries, one paint factory and one textile industry (for a full overview, see supplementary 

table. S1).   
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All WWTPs and few purposively chosen industries found in the city were selected to collect 

sludge samples. Similarly, the rivers for sediment sampling were also selected because of their 

proximity to the WWTPs and the industries. However, sub samples from each site were 

collected using simple and stratified random sampling. Stratified samplings were needed to 

collect sub samples from Kotebe WWTP, Kality WWTP, and from Addis Ababa and Abyssinya 

leather industries. Relatively smaller sub samples were collected from each source site. Larger 

numbers of sub samples were not collected due to human capacity limitations during sample 

collection i.e. only one person did the sampling in Ethiopia and brought them to Belgium. In 

addition to that, the main purpose of this present study was to provide a broad overview of 

levels of dioxin contamination; hence the samples sizes were made small but they were 

collected from wider possible sources. Surface sludge and sediments were taken a few 

centimeters from the surface using stainless-steel grab samplers, stored in polyethylene (PE) 

plastic bags and kept in an icebox during transport. The samples were moved to the Ethiopian 

Institute of Agricultural Research Quality laboratory, where they were lyophilized.   

Finally, approximately 10g subsamples were taken from each sample and packed in airtight 

polyethylene plastic bags before they were brought to the Analytical, Environmental and Geo-

Chemistry lab (AMGC) at Vrije Universiteit Brussel, located in Brussels, Belgium, for PCDD/Fs 

and dl-PCBs analysis.  
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Figure 1: Map of sampling sites, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia: Four sample source categories; triangles, 

square, stars, and circles are representing rivers, domestic, industries, and wastewater treatment 

plants respectively.  

  

Reagent chemicals and materials  

All the reagents and chemicals used in the study met the high-quality standard required for 

the analysis of dioxin and dioxin-like PCBs. The standard and stock solutions of 

2,3,7,8tetrachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin (2,3,7,8-TCDD, 99% purity), obtained from Campro 

Scientific (Cambridge Isotope Laboratories CIL-ED-901), were dissolved and diluted in 

dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) purchased from Merck (Germany). Likewise, Alpha-Minimal 

Essential Medium (α-MEM), Fetal Bovine Serum (FBS) (South American Origin), trypsin 

(0.25%; stock solution) and 10XPhosphate-Buffered Saline (PBS) (Ambion) that were used as 

biological formulae were purchased from Gibco (Thermo Scientific). Dioxin and PCB grade 

toluene, nhexane and acetone were from Biosolve (The Netherlands) while ethyl acetate and 

methanol were obtained from Fluka (Pestanal grade, Germany) and Sigma (Purge and trap 
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grade, Belgium), respectively. High-quality grade powders including X-CARB™ from XDS 

(Durham, USA), celite and silica from Merck (Germany), Na2SO4 from Boom (The Netherlands) 

and H2SO4 from JT Baker (supplied by Achrom) were used in the sample cleanup. Glasswares, 

i.e. vials, centrifuge tubes, columns, pipettes, are all of borosilicate grade and were subjected 

to heat treatment at 450°C in a muffle furnace for at least 4 hours. Reusable borosilicate 

glassware used for biological formulae was washed and triple rinsed with MQ water before 

undergoing autoclave treatment (90 minutes cycle).  

CALUX cell lines are preserved in liquid nitrogen (Dewar containers) for long term storage with 

each cryovial containing roughly 1.5 to 2.0 million cells/mL in a total volume of 1.5mL freeze 

media (50% FBS, 10% sterile filtered DMSO and 40% regular media). All cells and cell 

manipulations were managed under sterile conditions (Class II biological safety cabinet, MSC 

1.8 by Thermo). Likewise, since these CALUX cell lines were genetically modified organisms 

(GMOs), their handling in the experiment was confined to an L1 containment area. 

Accordingly, standard safety and hazardous waste management guidelines/protocols were 

used to handle the wastes from the experiment (IOWA, 2018).  

  

Sample Extraction and Clean Up   

Sample extraction was performed according to previous literature and lab protocols (US EPA, 

2014; Croes et al., 2011) with some minor modifications. Briefly; approximately 4 grams of 

lyophilized sample was extracted using a pressurized liquid extraction (ASE 200, Dionex 

Accelerated Solvent Extractor). An extraction solvent mixture of hexane/acetone in a 1/1 ratio 

(v/v) was used with the following ASE operating conditions: two heating cycles, 6min heating 

time, 10-minute static period, 60% flushing volume, 60 second purge time, 1500psi as 

pressure and 125°C temperature (Croes et al., 2011). The samples were sequentially extracted 

and the eluent collected in 60mL clear EPA vials. Finally, the sample vials were evaporated to 

near dryness (vacuum centrifuge, Genevac) and the residues were re-suspended in 5mL n-

hexane to make them ready for the sample clean-up procedure. Due to the presence of 

matrix-specific interferences such as halogenated aromatic hydrocarbons (HAHs) in the 

extracted samples and their proven influence on the CALUXbioassay (Windal et al., 2005), it 

is necessary to do a sample clean-up. Therefore, twoimportant columns were prepared; the 

acid silica column which was used to remove, among others, poly aromatic hydrocarbons 

(PAHs), and the carbon (X-CARB) column that binds biphenyls and halogenated dioxins/furans 

(US EPA, 2014). Sample clean-up was performed according to (USEPA, 2014) and included an 
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acid silica column (10mL) that was filled with a piece of glass wool at the bottom followed by 

0.5 cubic centimeter (cc) sodium sulfate, 4.3cc of 33% (w/w) acid silica and an additional 0.5cc 

sodium sulfate placed on top. Similarly, the carbon column (0.8cm , open ended tube) was 

filled from bottom to top with glass wool, 0.5cc sodium sulfate, 1cc X-CARB carbon and 0.5cc 

sodium sulfate and finally wool on the top. The carbon column was inverted before adding 

rinse solvents.  

Before cleaning up the samples, X-CARB columns were rinsed with 5mL acetone, 20mL 

toluene and 10mL hexane consecutively, while the acid silica columns were rinsed with 30mL 

of hexane. Afterwards, when the rinse solvents had almost completely passed through both 

columns, the acid silica columns were placed on top of the X-CARB columns and they were 

kept wet with n-hexane until sample extract was transferred onto the columns. Meanwhile, 

2.5 mL of concentrated sulfuric acid (98%) was added directly into the sample extract vial and 

vortexed well to degrade any acid-labile compounds. Following this treatment, the sample 

extract (n-hexane top layer) was transferred onto the clean-up column. The sample vials were 

rinsed an additional three times with 2mL of n-hexane to make sure that all target compounds 

were back extracted from the acid layer and transferred to the column. Then, the top clean-

up column (acid silica) was eluted with 15mL n-hexane onto the X-CARB column below, after 

which this acid column was removed (and left to dry in the hood before disposal with chemical 

waste). Next, the X-CARB column was rinsed with an additional 5mL n-hexane. Finally, the 

PCB fraction was eluted with 15mL of nhexane: toluene: ethyl acetate mixture in a 8:1:1 (v/v) 

ratio followed by inverting the XCARB column to collect PCDD/Fs fractions by elution with 

15mL toluene. At this point, 2 individual fractions were collected and were vacuum 

centrifuged (40oC), re-suspended in 4mL fresh n-hexane, vortexed, and stored in the dark 

awaiting analysis.  

CALUX Bioassay  

The CALUX bioassay (Chemically Activated Luciferase gene expression) uses genetically modified 

wild-type (WT) mouse hepatoma cells (Hepa1c1c7), that have been stably transfected with a 

reporter gene (luciferase) that responds to compounds such as dioxins and dl-PCBs that activate 

the ligand-dependent transcription factor (AhR) and allows the induction of luciferase gene 

expression (Murk et al., 1996). The induction of luciferase occurs in a time, dose, AhR-dependent 

and chemical-specific manner, this luciferase activity is directly proportional to the amount and 

potency of the inducing chemical to which the cells have been exposed (Windal et al., 2005).  
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The CALUX protocol was implemented according to (Van Langenhove et al., 2010). H1L7.5c1  

(clone) cells were grown in tissue culture plate (Greiner Bio-One; GBO) with 10 mL α-MEM 

(Gibco Life Technologies, UK) supplemented with 10% Fetal Bovine Serum (FBS) (South 

American; Gibco, UK), incubated at 37°C and at 85% relative humidity (Thermo SteriCult 

incubator). When cells reached confluency (covering approx. 80 to 85% of the tissue culture 

plate), they were treated with trypsin (0.05% w phenol red, Gibco UK) after the old media had 

been removed and cells had been washed with PBS 1X (Ambion UK). Cell cultures were 

passaged by transferring part of the cell suspension into freshly prepared TC (tissue culture) 

plates for routine cell culture. Cells that had been cultured for exposure experiments were 

collected in 50mL centrifuge tubes (Greiner, GBO) with fresh media and centrifuged at 400 

rpm for 8 min. The supernatant was removed and based on the cell’s pellet size,the cells were 

re-suspended and homogenized in a known volume of fresh media. Then, a 300 µL aliquot of 

cell suspension was transferred into two 1.5mL tubes (Eppendorf). An equal volume (300 µL) 

of both buffer A (lysis) followed by buffer B (stabilizing buffer) was added subsequently in the 

first 1.5mL tube and the total concentration of the cell suspension (both dead and living cells) 

was determined using an automated mammalian cell counter (NucleoCounter, ChemoMetec 

DK) with disposable cartridges (NucleoCasettes). The second 1.5mL tubes were analyzed 

without addition of buffers and represent the amount of dead cells in suspension. Using both 

results allows determination of the total live cell count and cell density.  

After the cell suspension was diluted to a density of 300,000 cells/mL, 100 µL of the 

suspension was seeded to each well of a 96-well plate (Cat. 655098, Greiner Bio-One) and 

incubated for 24h in the incubator. The following day, cells were exposed to a dilution series 

of reference compound (10 TCDD standards in DMSO), DMSO negative control and a series 

of sample extracts (serial dilutions of 1 single extract supplemented with DMSO; (for more 

information see the 96-well plate layout in supplementary Fig. S1). All solutions were added 

in triplicate at each dilution level. Briefly, for reference compounds that are stored in DMSO 

this involved transferring 4µL of each 10 standard concentrations ranging from 1.25 x10-06 M 

to 2.97x10-13M (see supplementary table. S2) to dedicated cell culture tubes containing 1mL 

of n-hexane. Additionally, a DMSO blank was also included. Sample extracts had been 

dissolved in n-hexane and a dilution series was made with a fixed dilution factor of 3 and a 

start volume of 1mL. For dioxin fractions, 10 serial dilutions were made for each sample, while 

in the case of dl-PCBs 5 dilutions were tested. To each cell culture tube containing sample 

extract, 4µL of DMSO was added as a keeper solvent. All cell culture tubes were evaporated 
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to remove n-hexane and were transferred to a biological safety cabinet. Fresh media was 

added to each cell culture tube (396µL for a final 1% DMSO solution, 100-fold dilution), 

vortexed, and old media was removed from the 96-well plates: the standard solutions of 

TCDD and dilutions of sample extracts were transferred to individual wells (triplicate analysis) 

according to a predetermined exposure scheme (supplementary Fig. S1). After 24hrs of 

incubation, the media was removed in yellow bins, and the wells were rinsed twice with 50 

µL of 1X PBS after which the PBS was discarded in yellow bins. Cells were checked for any 

morphological changes and/or dead cells under the microscope. Then, white backing tape 

was attached at the bottom of the plate and 50 µL of 1X lysis buffer was added in each well. 

The plate was shaken for 15 min before being placed into the GloMax 96-well plate 

luminometer (Promega, USA). Parameters of the luminometer were set at an injection 

volume of 50µL luciferin reagent, a lag time of 6s and an integration time for luminesce of 3s 

for each well.  

  

Data analysis  

The emitted luminescence was expressed in relative light units (RLU). To normalise the values, 

the mean RLU-value of the highest appropriate reference ligand concentration, i.e., 2,3,7,8-

Tetrachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin (TCDD) was arbitrarily set to 100%. The response induced by 

each concentration of TCDD or the tested sample was then expressed as a percentage of the 

maximal response (Fig. 2). A four-parameter logistic function (Eq. 1) was fitted to the data 

points of the reference compound (relative response as a function of the concentration) using 

the procedure described in (Elskens et al., 2011).  

Eq. (1):   

Where a and d represent the lower and upper asymptotes respectively, c is the half maximal 

effective concentration or EC50 and b is the slope parameter, sometimes referred to as the 

Hill coefficient.   
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Figure 2: Example of dose–response curves for TCDD and sample extracts generated with the cell line 

H1L7.5c1. The dotted lines indicate PC(x) values for both sample and reference compound and can be 

used to determine BEQ(x) values in fg (irrespective of whether a sample displays full doseresponse 

behavior).  

Whenever possible, the following properties for the tested sample were determined 

according to OECD TG 455 (OECD, 2012): the range of the tested concentrations, the 

maximum level of the sample response relative to TCDD and the corresponding 

concentrations at which the measured activity was 25% or 50% of the maximum activity 

induced by TCDD (i.e., EC25 and EC50, respectively). EC25-50 values were calculated by inverting 

Eq. (1) according to:   

 Eq. (2):                  

Where RLU = (a + d)/2 for EC50; (a + d)/4 for EC25 (see Fig. 2)  

The standard uncertainty on EC25-50 is calculated using the root mean square error (RMSE) 

generated by the logistic regression. RMSE is used frequently to assess the differences between 

predicted and measured values and provides a measure of the precision that can be expected 

on the regression model (Elskens et al., 2011). Lower and upper bounds for the uncertainty on 

EC-values are calculated according to:  

Eq. (3):      

Where RLU = (a + d)/2 for EC50; (a + d)/4 for EC25  
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Assessment of the sample potency (BEQ)  

The EC25-50 ratios, sometimes referred to as effective concentration ratios is often used for 

assessing the potency of environmental samples reviewed in (Whyte et al., 2004). The EC2550 

values are directly generated from the logistic regression through Eq. (2). The potency is then 

assessed as the ratio [EC25-50] TCDD over [EC25-50] samples and expressed in pg/g dry weight 

sediment. The uncertainty on the sample potency (BEQ) can subsequently be assessed using 

the Fieller’s theorem as described in the United States Pharmacopeial (USP, 2010).   

  

Statistical approach  

The BEQ values from sludge and sediment samples were used to assess similarities and/or 

differences among sampling sites. Hence, these BEQ values were subjected for analysis of 

variance (One-Way ANOVA) and mean separations (Least significant difference (LSD) tests) 

using R statistical software (version 3.5.0).   

  

Results   

Quality Control   

To monitor the quality when performing semi-quantitative analyses using the CALUX method, 

data from a total of twenty-three 96-well plates were aggregated to generate inhouse quality 

control data. From each 96-well plate, the Hill coefficient and the EC50 of TCDD were depicted 

in (supplementary Fig. S2 and S3 respectively) along with the calculated upper and lower 

confidence limits (n: 23) with the standard deviation (SD) using a coverage factor of 3. The 

average Hill slope and EC50 of TCDD were 1.69 ± 1.01 and 273.76 + 213.29 (3SD) fg TCDD/well, 

respectively and these corresponds to what were found during previous studies (Van 

Langenhove et al., 2011). Additionally, the mean of the background data (DMSO blank) was 

calculated at 3.16±2.76 (3SD) fg.  

  

Sampling heterogeneity  

Sub samples were found to show sampling heterogeneity and due to that high variabilities 

were seen in their BEQ values. For instance, based on the calculated coefficient of variation 

(CV) among sub samples the general variability in PCDD/F activities measured at EC50 due to 

sampling heterogeneity was estimated at 28% median value and the highest CV value was 

obtained between sub samples collected from NPF (131%) (Table 1). This variability can be 

http://rtutorialseries.blogspot.com/2011/01/r-tutorial-series-one-way-anova-with.html
http://rtutorialseries.blogspot.com/2011/01/r-tutorial-series-one-way-anova-with.html
http://rtutorialseries.blogspot.com/2011/01/r-tutorial-series-one-way-anova-with.html
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ascribed to the smaller number of sub samples (Singh and Masuku, 2014) collected during 

sampling from sites.  

  

Variability due to calculation methods  

The BEQs calculation based on EC20, or EC25 or EC50 are different because the Hill 

coefficients between the standard TCDD and the sample curves are also substantially 

different. The average variability in dl-PCBs (table 1) activities obtained between sub samples 

calculated at different EC levels (EC20 and 25, EC20 and EC50, EC25 and EC50) was estimated 

at a median value of 35.5% (CV). The highest variability (82.52%) was found from Mekenisa 

river sub-samples between BEQ values calculated at EC 20 and EC 50. Likewise, 55% of the 

variation obtained between PCDD/F levels calculated at EC 25 and EC 50 came from sub 

samples collected from Mekenisa river.  

  

PCDD/Fs and dl-PCBs dose-response curve analysis, implications for BEQ uncertainty  

This study presented the biological equivalence (BEQ) of PCDD/F and dl-PCBs activities 

measured from samples that induced detectable response (i.e. non-background responses). 

Hence, out of the 29 samples analysed, the CALUX bioassay detected PCDD/Fs and dl-PCBs 

activities in 27 (93%) and 20 (70%) of the samples, respectively. However, five PCDD/Fs levels 

and two dl-PCBs values were exluded from the analysis data set due to their high coefficient 

of variation (CV> 30%) (Supplementary Table S3).  

The CALUX bioassay is an indirect potency measurement (assay) that determines the 

biological equivalent toxicity/activity of samples through comparing samples response curves 

with a known standard (TCDD) response curve that are generated from multiple dilution 

points (Villeneuve, et al., 2000). As such, (un)certainty associated to any given sample highly 

depends on the dose-response curve of both standard and sample. In this study, the curves 

for both the samples and TCCD standard were fitted using the four parameter Hill equations. 

The TCDD dilutions produced a sigmoid full dose curve that is characterized by a lower and 

upper plateau (Fig. 2). Commonly, the BEQ is calculated by taking the ratio between effective 

concentrations (EC50) of the TCDD standard to that of the sample. This applies when both the 

standard and sample curves are full dose curves with parallel slope and equal efficacy 

(Keupers, 2010). However, it is not always possible to get samples with full dose curves that 

are parallel to TCDD with the same efficacy level. Similarly, in this study all samples did not 
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attain full dose curve, hence, their BEQ values were calculated using inverse predication that 

lies between 20 and 50% of the maximum induced TCDD response (see Eq. 2).  
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Table-1 BEQ variability due to sampling heterogenity and calculation methods   

Site  

Sample 

code  

Sampling Heterogeneity  

 
PCDD/F (pg BEQ/g)  

Sub samples BEQ  

EC50  EC50  EC50  Mean±SD  CV (%)  Site  

 Calculation methods variability   

Sample code  

PCDD/F (pg BEQ/g)  

Sub samples BEQ  

EC20  EC25  EC50  Mean±SD  CV (%)  

KAWWT  KAWWT  3.8  1.7  2.6  2.7 ± 1  37  KOWWT  KOWWT    -  2.5  3  2.75±0.13  13  

KOWWT  KOWWT   9.8       5.4  -  7.6 ± 3  41  MKR   MKR    -  36  15.7  25.8 ± 14  55  

 (KW)         

  KOWWT  2.3  3  

  

  2.7±0.5  19  

    

              

AKR   AKR   3.4    4  -  3.7±0.5  12        Median  34  

NPF   

ABL  

NPF   

ABLOCR   

1.11   

 1.7  

28  

1.6  

-  

-  

14.5±19  131  

1.6 ±0.1  5  ABL  
 

ABLOCR  
 

   

dl-PCBs (pg BEQ/g)  

1.1  1.8  1.4 ± 0.5  
 

33.7  

                 ABLWCR  2.8   --  4.5  3.65 ± 1.2  33.1  

       Median  28  MKR  MKR  0.82  1.4   --  1.12 ± 0.4  37.3  

                     NPF  NPF  0.57   --  2.17  1.37 ± 1.1  82.5  

                          Median 35.5  
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PCDD/F dose-response curves (Fig. 3a) generated for six selected samples showed 

considerable variation from the TCDD standard curve (with implications for uncertainty on 

the BEQ). Dose response curves of NPF, KOWWTP (KW) and MKR sub-2 samples showed their 

highest observed induction values at around 85% of the TCDD max; however, they failed to 

attain the maximum response plateau. Conversely, the highest induction responses for 

ADLWCR, KOWWTP and MKR sub-1 sample were obtained below the 80% TCDD max 

induction, for example, the MKR sub-1 sample attained its maximum induction response at 

around 50% TCDD max. In the case of PCBs (Fig. 3b) samples, dose-response curves were 

made at five dilution points (default) and some at ten dilution points (repeated experiments). 

In comparison to the standard TCDD curve, all samples’ dose-response curves failed to reach 

their maximum response and showed non-parallel slopes to the standard curve. The highest 

inductions from all samples curves were below the 80% TCDD induction and induction 

produced from the MKR sub-2 sample was even below 50% TCDD max.    

  

 

Figure 3: PCDD/Fs (a) and dl-PCBs (b) dose-response curves of TCDD standard and samples curve; NPF 

(paint industry sludge), MKR (sediment from river), KOWWTP (KW) wastewater treatment plant 

sludge, industrial source), ADLWCR (leather industry sludge), KOWWTP (wastewater treatment plant 

sludge, domestic source), ABLOCR (leather industry sludge), KWWTP (wastewater treatment plant 

sludge, domestic source) and CONDO (domestic sludge).  
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Distribution of BEQ potencies in sludge and sediment samples from Addis Ababa  

When there are two or more samples per sampling site that yielded an activity at the same 

EC level, these samples were considered as replications and statistical comparisons among 

sites were conducted using analysis of variance (one-way ANOVA). First, in order to test 

homogeneity among the replicate data, a Bartlett test for homogeneity of variance was 

performed. The data showed homogenous variance (Bartlett's K-squared = 3.362, p-value =  

0.499) and appeared normally distributed (Shapiro-Wilk normality test W = 0.943, p-value = 

0.553) when they were log transformed. Analysis of variance on PCDD/F activities at EC50 

showed statistically significant difference among the sampling sites with values ranging 

between 1.6 ± 0.04 and 7.6 ± 1.6 BEQ TCDD pg/g sample (mean ± Standard Error, P-value = 

0.021). The highest PCDD/F activity was obtained from KOWWT (KW) subsample collected 

from Kotebe WWTP, while the lowest activity was detected from ABLOCR sample collected 

from Abyssinia leather industry. The PCDD/F activities between these two sub samples 

(KOWWT (KW)) and ABLOCR) showed statistically significant difference (p-value =0.021). 

Similarly, PCDD/F activity detected from Akaki (AKR) sub sample showed significant 

difference from ABLOCR (same as above) however; it was not significantly different from 

KOWWT (KW). In contrast, no statistically significant differences were found among KAWWT, 

KOWWT and ABLOCR sub samples (Fig. 4).  

However, sub samples with different EC levels were not used as replicates, rather, each of 

the sub samples with single values were used for comparisons among the sampling sites and 

their concentration of PCDD/F and dL-PCBs at EC20 or EC25 or EC50 were taken into account 

to calculate the BEQ activities. In respect to such sub samples, the highest BEQ value for 

PCDD/F was obtained in MKR sub-1 (sediment from Little akaki river) followed by NPF sub-2 

(suldge from paint industry) and the lowest PCDD/F activity was detected in ADLOCR (sludge 

sample from the Addis Ababa leather industry (supplementary Fig. S4 a).  
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Figure 4: Mean ± SE concentration of PCDD/Fs calculated at EC50.  KAWWT and KOWWT (wastewater 

treatment plant sludge, domestic source), KOWWT (KW) - (sludge from wastewater treatment plant, 

industrial source), ABLOCR (sludge from tannery industry) and AKR (sediment from river). Bar charts 

with the different letters on the top indicate significant statistical difference between or among the 

mean PCDD/F activities of the sites.  

Likewise, sludge sample from the KKGS (textile industry) induced the highest dl-PCBs activity 

at EC25 level followed by ABLWCR sub-1 (Abyssinia leather industry), while the lowest level 

was obtained from ADLWCR (leather industry sludge) collected from the Addis Ababa leather 

factory (supplementary Fig. S4 b).  

  

Discussion   

The sewage sources for all WWTPs studied here are mainly domestic wastewaters with few 

industrial effluents. According to Horstmann & McLachlan (1995), household wastewaters 

and urban runoff from various human activities can contribute a considerable amount of 

dioxins in sewage treatment plants. On the other hand, the sources of PCDD/F and dl-PCBs 

detected in the textile, leather and paint industries could be due to the use of different 

chemicals and /or industrial processes. For instance, the application of chlorinated chemicals, 

such as pentachlorophenol and chloronitrofen in both textile and tannery (leather) 

industries, are reported to be sources for PCDD/F formation in the resulting sludge (Križanec 

et al, 2005; Alcock & Jones, 1997). Additionally, large differences also exist when, whether or 

not, sludges had post-treatment and/or were stored outside (deposition from air) as seen in 

the Belgium case (Elskens et al., 2013). As shown in figures 4 and supplementary Fig. S4a 
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most of the industrial sludge sub-samples investigated in this study resulted in lower levels 

of PCDD/Fs compared to sludge sub–samples collected from WWTPs with some exceptions. 

Our findings are in agreement with the reports by Hwang et al (2012), which found higher 

levels of PCDD/F in sewage sludge samples than industrial sludge samples in Korea.     

The two leather industries (Addis Ababa and Abyssinia ) are using chromium in order to soften 

the hides and skins. Since the resulting sludges would otherwise also contain chromium, the 

sludges are treated by an aerobic oxidation followed by the addition of Al2SO4 and 

polyelectrolyte for sedimentation and floculation of the sediment to prevent the release of 

chromium into the environment. However, at both sites, sludges containing chromium (pre- 

treatment) and treated sludge (without chromium) were stocked in open field which allowed 

sludges to enter the nearby water bodies through run-off. Interestingly, chromium containing 

sludge from Addis Ababa leather industry (ADL) produced three times higher PCDD/F activity 

than the sub-sample without the chromium (EC25). Similarly, at Abyssinia leather industry, 

sludge (ABL, EC50) that contained chromium yielded more than two times higher PCB levels 

than sludge with no chromium. However, dl-PCBs levels from ADL where reduced by half in 

sludge’s contaminated with chromium (supplementary Fig. S4 a and b).   

At high temeprature, chromium mediates catalytic reactions to degrade PCDD/Fs present in 

fly ashes through the oxidation of carbon-carbon and carbon-oxygen bonds (Oberg et al., 

2007). Hence, similarly here at both leather industries the catalytic effect of chromium could 

have resulted in lower levels of PCDD/Fs in the treated sludges if the high temperature 

requirements during the industry precesses were met (unknown). On the other hand, heavy 

metals such as copper, iron and zinc in the form of chloride compounds were reported to 

catalyse the formation of PCDD/F during waste incineration processes (Chin et al., 2012). 

Hence, further investigations on the influence of chromium on PCDD/F and PCBs degradation 

are required.     

  

Comparison of pcdd/f and dl-pcbs to literature of levels  

Table 2 provides the levels of PCDD/F and dl-PCBs obtained from WWTPs, industrial wastes 

and sediments from the recent study and their relative comparison with previous similar 

reports. The total potency of PCDD/F and dl-PCB activities detected in the sludge samples 

collected from WWTPs ranged from 3.0 to 13.1 pg-BEQ g-1d.w (dry weight). These results are 
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significantly lower than the combined activities of PCDD/F and dl-PCB activities detected in 

sewage sludge samples from Belgium (Van Langenhove, 2012). Similarly, industrial sludge 

samples tested in this study showed some amounts of PCB activity. Compared to the recent 

industrial sludge samples tested here, levels in Egyptian sludge samples from paper mill 

industry showed lower amounts of PCB contamination but their PCDD/F activity levels were 

higher than the activities detected in the present study (Addeck et al., 2014b; and Addeck et 

al., 2014a).  

A number of study reports, including this paper, established pollution of the river sediments 

with both PCDD/F and dl-PCBs. For instance, river sediments in Tanzania showed PCDD/Fs 

values that are similar with levels detected in this study, however, the PCBs activities from 

the same sediment were lower than the samples tested here (Van Langenhove et al., 2013). 

In contrast, Chao et al (2012) reported significantly higher level of PCDD/Fs activities in 

sediment sample collected from dioxin-contaminated area, in Taiwan. Indeed, this difference 

could be due to the fact that industrialised countries in North America, Europe, and South 

and East Asia are reported as the biggest producers of dioxins compared to less industrialised 

countries (Dopico and Gómez, 2015).   

Globally about 287 kg-TEQ estimated annual emissions were reported and industrialised 

countries (G20) contributed 80% of the annual emission. Moreover, about 57% and 40% of 

the emissions were deposited to land areas and ocean waters (Booth et al., 2013). In Addis 

Ababa city, annual PCDD/F emission was estimated to be around 138.85 g (TEQ/year of which 

34 g TEQ/year) into the air (Akele & Tarekegn, 2017). Hence, the lower levels in our study 

area are expected as Ethiopia is less-industrilaized.   
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Table 2: PCDD/Fs and dl-PCBs activities of the current and previous study. An example of TEQ 

based on concentration data is also presented here.  

Country  Sample 

types   
Sample source   Statistics   Method  Unit   Values  Reference  

PCDD/F and dl-PCBs  

Ethiopia  

Sludges  
  

WWTP  (Min-Max)  
Median,  
Mean   

CALUX, 

H1L7.5c1  
BEQ pg 

TCDD /g  
PCDD/F: (1.739.77), 

3.03, 3.9 dl-PCB: 

(1.273.3),1.42,1.89  

This study   
   

Industries  (Min-Max)  
Median,  
Mean  

PCDD/F: 

(0.93.14)1.72,1.85 

dl-PCBs: 

(0.535.47),1.98,2.35  

Sediments  Rivers   (Min-Max)  
Median,  
Mean  

PCDD/F: 

(3.435.9),9.85, 14.7 

dl-PCBs; 

(0.821.4),1.04,0.89  

Egypt   Sludge   Paper mill  Mean  
  

CALUX, 

H1L7.5c1  
pg BEQ g-1  PCDD/F:14.6, (dl-

PCBs:0.5  
(Addeck et al.,  
2014a)  

Sediments  Drainage canal   PCDD/F:8 .3, 

dlPCBs: 0.4   
(Addeck et al.,  
2014b)  

Taiwan  Sediments    (Min –max)    ng BEQ/kg 

d.w  
PCDD/F (25.6 - 
6,570)  
  

(Chao et al.,  
2012)  

Taiwan  Soils    Mean  DR-CALUX  (BEQs)/g 

d.w.  
36.0 pg(dioxin)  (Lin et al.,  

2014)  

Tanzania  Sediments    estuary and 

tributaries  
Mean  CALUX  pg BEQ/g  PCDD/Fs: 5.7 ±  

1.4 to 39.9 ± 5.8   dl-
PCB: 0.21 ±  
0.03 to 0.53 ±  
0.03  

(Van  
Langenhove et 

al., 2013)  

Belgium  sewage 

sludge  
rural, and urban), 

industrial sludge, 

agroindustry, 

decarbonization 

and paper mill 

sludge, (fresh 

plant, and waste), 

digestate, bovine, 

porcine, and 

poultry and   

sugar factory  

Mean  CALUX  pg TCDD- 

BEQ/g  
~0-220 (sum of  
PCDD/Fs and  
DL- PCBs)  

(Van  
Langenhove et 

al., 2012)  

China  Sludge  WWTP sludge  Mean   HRGC/HR 

MS  
ng/g dw 
PCBs  
WHO TEQs  

101 ng/g dw  (Guo et al.,  
2009)  
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POP’s legislations and regulations in Ethiopia  

Regulation and control of these health threatening contaminants (PCDD/Fs and PCBs) to 

prevent them from entering the environment is critical. However, eventhough the stockholm 

convention on POPs has been ratifed in 2003 and entered into force in 2004(UN,2006), 

Ethiopia currently has no nationally developed legislation that directly regulates persistent 

organic pollutants (POPs). Environmental Pollution Control Proclamation No. 300/2002, and 

Pesticide Registration and Control Council of State Special Decree No. 20/1990 are legislation 

that regulate chemicals including POPs. However, these relevant legislations are nonetheless 

poorly developed in relation to POPs regulations and they contain a number of weaknesses 

such as lack of rules that forbid the production, import and use of pesticides containing POPs, 

lack of other legislation and standards that regulate the release of unintentionally produced 

POPs, lack of regulation for POPs stockpiles and wastes management and there are no laws 

that regulate industrial chemicals, including PCBs (FDRE, 2006).  

On the other hand, the country developed a National implementation plan (NIP) to meet its 

obligations under the Stockholm Convention on Persistent Organic Pollutants (Stockholm 

Convention) (FDRE, 2006). The NIP is a 20-year plan that started in 2007 with its action plans 

sub-divided into three timeframes i.e. short term, mid-term and long term with their specific 

intervention and achievable goals. For instance, among the most crucial and important 

intervention proposals, issuance of legislation and development of standards and guidelines 

for POPs were planned to be completed in the first five years (2007 to 2011).  

However, until present there is no special legislation reported about POPs in the country.  

  

Impact assessment   

Due to poor regulation and management, PCDD/Fs and dl-PCBs can enter the environment 

and bio-accumulate in the higher tropic level (humans and animals) via the food chain with 

imminent health risks. Possible routes for human exposure could be through the application 

and use of sludge as organic fertilizer to improve soil properties. For instance, farmers around 

Kality area were seen growing vegetables on sludge dumped from the WWTP (personal 

observations, supplementary Fig. S5). Moreover, through informal interview at  

Kotobe WWTP (KOWWTP), we noted that the surrounding farmers used to collect sludge 

from the treatment plant and apply to their lands. Also, cattle were seen grazing inside and 
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around the treatment plants (personal observation). Likewise, Rideout and Techke (2004) 

reviewed the exposure of humans to foodborne PCDD/Fs (i.e. pollutants originating from 

food consumption). Accordingly, carrots and cucumber families grown on soil that have been 

amended with sewage sludge showed considerable levels of PCDD/Fs but in some leafy 

vegetables and fruits the amount was low (Rideout and Techke 2004). Similarly, they 

reported stronger positive relationship between levels of PCDD/Fs in feed and in cattle tissue. 

In Egypt, irrigation with wastewater increased the levels of PCDD/F, dl-PCBs and nondl-PCBs 

in some medicinal plants such as henna (Lawsonia inermis), moghat (Glossostemon bruguieri) 

and rosemary (Rosarinus officinalis) (Loutfy et al., 2010). Sludge fertilization in Belgium was 

also reported to result in dioxin uptake by animals (Dumortier et al., 2012). According to the 

report, free ranging animals, a scenario that applies to Ethiopian animals, showed higher 

dioxin ingestion than indoor animals. This was associated to higher ingestion of soil 

contaminted with dioxin containing sludges.    

 Application of sludge for amending soils has been a common practice in others part of the 

world. However, in some countries, the levels of PCDD/F and dl-PCBs in sludge should not 

exceed the maximum limit set by each specific country regulation. For instance, EU countries 

such as Germany and Austria set the standard limit for PCDD/F in sewage sludge at 100 ng 

TEQ/kg d.w, while the PCB limit for each of the six congeners is 0.2mg/kg (for PCB 28, 52, 

101, 138, 153, 180). Similarly, the EU 2000 (3rd draft of the Working Paper on sludge) 

suggested a 100 ng TEQ/kg limit for PCDD/F and 0.8 mg/kg for the sum of the PCB congeners 

(Inglezakis et al., 2014). Similarly, maximum limit for PCDD/F and PCBs level in sediments 

varies in different countires. For instance, in Japan the sediment contamination limit for 

PCDD/Fs and PCBs is set at 150pg TEQ/g sediment. This limit is lowered to 13pg TEQ/g 

sediment by the Netherlands. In addition, USA and Canada indicate a lower risk level of 2.5 

and 0.85pg TEQ/g sediment and higher risk value of 25 and 21.5pg TEQ/g sediment, 

respectively (Vandermarken et al., 2018).  

The other possible route would be through the use of contaminated river water for 

agricultural uses. Addis Ababa city comprises a number of rivers that are flowing to the main 

Akaki river (Little Akaki and Big Akaki). These two rivers are being used as a major supply of 

irrigation water for about 400ha of urban agricultural land where vegetables are mainly 

cultivated and supplied to the city (Van Rooijen, 2011). Little Akaki is the most contaminated 
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river in the city, where pollutants such as heavy metals are detected well above the maximum 

limit (Tegegn, 2012). Consistently observed during this study, sediment sub samples collected 

from little Akaki river (Mekenisa river) have the highest PCDD/F activities of all the samples 

investigated and considerable amounts of PCB and PCDD/F were also found in the Akaki River 

sediments. In the city, there are about 2000 major industries, which comprise about 65% of 

the total industries in the country. They are located in close proximity to river banks (mostly 

to Little Akaki river) discharging their wastewater directly to the rivers without any major 

treatments (supplementary Fig. S6) (Yohannes and Elias, 2017). Even though dioxins and 

PCBs are not water soluble, the sediments indicate that there is high and possible continuous 

release into the river and that suspended particles may be a carrier of these pollutants that 

could be dispersed onto land through irrigation practices.    

  

Conclusions and future perspectives  

The present investigation is the first study to report the activities of PCDD/Fs and dl-PCBs in 

sludge and sediment samples collected from WWTPs, industries, and rivers that are found in 

Addis Ababa city, Ethiopia by using the CALUX bioassay method. Both industrial, as well as 

domestic wastes, are proven to be sources of these pollutants. In general, lack of legislation 

and regulations on PCDD/F and dl-PCBs, and poor understanding of their special 

characteristics could aggravate the contamination levels now and in the future in the specific 

case of Addis Ababa and Ethiopia as a whole. Though lower activities of PCDD/Fs and dl-PCBs 

were detected, it was difficult to rule out the potential risks for public health and 

environment given the smaller sample size during this first preliminary study.  

Nonetheless, results found here are important milestones to instigate further in-depth 

investigations at a much broader scale. Given that the city is home to approximately 2000 

industries, the number of sampling sites from the plethora of industries should be increased 

proportionally and, selected and clustered based on the expected source. Finally, in order to 

better understand the potential health risks associated with these pollutants, different 

samples should be taken along the food chain, and if possible human blood and milk sample 

can be included as human biomonitoring campaign, which would be the first of its kind in the 

country of Ethiopia.  
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Supplementary information  
  

  

  

Figure S1: 96- well plate layout for full dose curve analysis of sediment and sludge samples. Sample 

one and sample two dosed in triplicate and the different colors represent decrease in the 

concentration of the sample of the sample from left right.  

  
  

Figure S2. Quality control chart for in house laboratory control using Hill coefficient values.   
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Figure S3. Quality control chart for in house laboratory control using EC50 values (fg TCDD). Lines 

represent the average EC50 (yellow), the upper and lower confidence limits based on the average 

EC50 supplemented with the standard deviation (n:23) and coverage factor k (k:3).  
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Figure S4: Concentration of PCDD/Fs (a) and dl-PCB (b)  in both sediment and sludge samples calculated at different EC levels where: ADLOCR and ABLOCR 

(sludge from leather industry no chromium), ABLWCR and ADLWCR (chromium containing sludge from leather industry), KOWWT, KAWWT and MHWWT 

(wastewater treatment plant sludge), CONDO (domestic sludge), KOWWT (KW) (wastewater treatment plant sludge), industrial source), KKGS and NPF (sludge 

from textile and paint industry respectively) and MKR and AKR (rivers sediment). Mean +SD.  
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              Figure S5: Vegetable grown on the sludge damped from wastewater treatment plant  
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 Figure S6: Map of industries located proximity to little Akaki Rivers in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia. (Yohannes et al. 2017) 
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Table S1: Environmental sample collection sites and samples descriptions  

Sampling sites  Sample name  Samples condition description  

Addis Ababa leather industry 

(ADL)  

ADLOCR  Sludge post chromium removal (without 

chromium)  

 ADLWCR  Sludge pre chromium removal (with 

chromium)  

Abyssinia Leather industry 

(ABL)   

ABLOCR  

ABLWCR  

Sludge post chromium removal  

Sludge pre chromium removal   

 ABL  Sludge with Al2SO4 and polyelectrolyte 

(post chromium removal)  

Nifas-silk Paint Factory (NPF)  NPF  Sludge taken from at discharge point of 

paint industry  

Mekenisa River (MR)  MKR  Sediment taken from Mekenisa river 

(Little Akaki)  

Mekenisa Hana wastewater 
treatment plant (MHWWTP) 
Kotebe traditional  
wastewater treatment plant   

(KOWWT)  

MHWWT(MBR)  Dewatered domestic Sludge   

KOWWT(KW)  Sludge’s taken from beer factory and 

animal slaughter house     

Kality traditional wastewater 

treatment plant (KAWWTP)  

KAWWT  Domestic sludge sample   

Kality traditional wastewater 

treatment plant (KAWWT)  

KAWWT  Fresh domestic sewage sludge from 

wastewater treatment plant   

Akaki River (AKR)  AKR  Sediment samples from the river    

KK garment (KKGS)  KKGS  Sludge from textile industry at discharge 

point   

Around KK garment (KKGF)  KKGF  Sample collected from KK garment 

wastewater at about 500 meters from 

point of discharge around near 

residents.    

Condominium wastewater 

treatment plant (CONDO)  

CONDO   Domestic Sludge samples   

 NB: sample codes suffixed with sub-1 and sub-2 represent different sub-samples of the 
sample taken for the same site 
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Table S2: TCDD standards solution concentration, treatment solutions involve a 100-fold 

dilution.  

Rank  Code  St (M)  

1  3  1.25E-06  

2  7  7.78E-08  

3  10  9.73E-09  

4  12  2.43E-09  

5  13  1.22E-09  

6  14  6.08E-10  

7  15  3.04E-10  

8  17  7.60E-11  

9  20  9.50E-12  

10  25  2.97E-13  
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Table S3 table containing values of four parameters of Hill equations and BEQ (fg/µg) for 

both sediment and sludge samples   

Sample code   Parameters  TCDD value  TCDD  Sample  

EC 

level  

BEQ  

 (fg/ 

µg)  
SD  CV  

  

a1  b2  c3  d4  

Goodness 

of fit   

 Goodness of 

fit   

ADLOCR  Dioxin  99  2.35  177.8  3.88  2  1  EC25  

0.0009 

 7E-05  7  

ADWLCR sub1  Dioxin  100  1.18  452  2.57  3  1  EC25  

0.0027 

 

0.0004 

 14  

ADWLCR sub2  Dioxin  96.5  2.00  201.9  3.02  3  2  EC50  

0.0019 

 

0.0002 

 8  

ADLOCR  PCB  96.5  1.97  299.5  4.61  5  1  EC25  

0.0012 

 

0.0002 

 14  

ADLWCR  PCB  99.8  1.53  305.1  3.09  6  0  EC20  

0.0005 

 

0.0001 

 26  

KAWWTP  

sub1  Dioxin  98.2  1.79  186.3  3.11  2  5  EC50 

 

0.0038  9E-04  23  

KAWWTP  

sub2  Dioxin  98.6  1.52  239.9  2.06  4  1  EC50 

 

0.0017 

 

0.0002  12  

KAWWTP  

sub3  Dioxin  97.8  1.90  211.9  2.39  3  2  EC50 

 

0.0026 

 

0.0002  7  

KAWWTP   PCB  98.1  1.68  210.8  3.47  3  2  EC50  

0.0013 

 1E-04  10  

NPF sub1  Dioxin  98.2  1.79  186.3  3.11  2  1  EC50  

0.0011 

 7E-05  6  

NPF sub2  Dioxin  93  1.44  245.8  3.04  6  2  EC50  

0.0279 

 

0.0059 

 21  

NPF sub1  PCB  96.5  1.97  299.5  4.61  5  2  EC50  

0.0022 

 

0.0003 

 12  

NPF sub2  PCB  97.9  1.87  215.4  2.89  3  2  EC20  

0.0006 

 2E-04  27  

KOWWTP  

sub1  dioxin  94.6  1.26  226.3  2.52  4  3  EC50 

 

0.0023  5E-04  24  

KOWWTP  

sub2   Dioxin  101  1.18  452  2.57  3  1  EC25 

 

0.0025 

 

0.0004  14  

KOWWTP  

sub3   Dioxin  98  1.75 

 

231.41 

 

2.25  2  2  EC50  0.003  0.0003  9  
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KOWWTP  

(KW) sub1   Dioxin  99  2.07 

 

235.59 

 

3.07  1  4  EC50 

 

0.0098 

 

0.0017  18  

KOWWTP  

(KW) sub2   Dioxin  96  1.73 

 

286.38 

 

2.33  4  5  EC50 

 

0.0054 

 

0.0012  23  

KOWWTP   PCB  96  2.12  

335.32 

 

5.14 

 2  1  EC20  

0.0033 

 

0.0006 

 18  

KOWWTP  

(KW)  PCB  101.9  1.85 

 

338.15 

 

3.12  4  4  EC25 

 

0.0014 

 

0.0002  12  

ABL sub1  Dioxin  96.6  1.53  

414.59 

 

3.09 

 3  2  EC25  

0.0031 

 

0.0007 

 22  

ABLOCR sub1  Dioxin  93  1.44  

245.84 

 

3.04 

 6  1  EC50  

0.0017 

 

0.0004 

 21  

ABLOCR sub2  Dioxin  98.2  1.75  

231.41 

 

2.25 

 2  2  EC50  

0.0016 

 

0.0002 

 11  

ABLWCR sub1  PCB  96.5  1.97  

299.54 

 

4.61 

 5  4  EC50  

0.0045 

 

0.0011 

 24  

ABLWCR sub2  PCB  96.1  2.12  

335.32 

 

5.14 

 2  2  EC20  

0.0028 

 

0.0007 

 24  

  

ABL sub1  PCB  101.9  1.85  

338.15 

 

3.12 

 4  1  EC50  

0.0034 

 

0.0003 

 9  

ABLOCR sub1   PCB  101  1.45  

257.82 

 

2.21 

 3  2  EC25  

0.0011 

 

0.0002 

 17  

ABLOCR sub1   PCB  99.8  1.75  248.7  4.45  1  6  EC50  

0.0018 

 5E-04  27  

MR sub1  Dioxin  97.9  1.47  229.8  2.59  2  2  EC25  0.036  7E-03  20  

MR sub2   Dioxin  99.2  2.07  235.6  3.07  1  3  EC50  

0.0157 

 

0.0016 

 10  

MR sub1  PCB  101.9  1.85  338.2  3.12  4  0  EC25  

0.0014 

 

0.0002 

 12  

MR sub2  PCB  98.1  1.68  210.8  3.47  3  1  EC20  

0.0008 

 1E-04  13  

KKGF sub1  Dioxin  97.3  1.72  223.5  3.60  2  1  EC20  

0.0018 

 2E-04  12  

KKGS sub2  PCB  99.5  1.74  300.5  4.91  4  1  EC25  

0.0055 

 9E-04  16  

AKR sub1   Dioxin  98.6  1.52  239.9  2.06  4  1  EC50  

0.0034 

 

0.0004 

 12  
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AKR sub2   Dioxin  97.8  1.90  211.9  2.39  3  1  EC50  0.004  0.0003  7  

AKR sub1  PCB  94.8  0.79  183.3  1.77  5  2  EC50  

0.0009 

 

0.0003 

 30  

CONDO sub1  Dioxin  96.5  2.00  201.9  3.02  3  2  EC50  0.004  0.0005  12  

CONDO sub2  PCB  96.5  1.97  299.5  4.61  5  1  EC25  

0.0013 

 

0.0002 

 15  

MHWWTP  

(MBR sub1  PCB  99.5  1.74  300.5  4.91  4  1  EC25 

 

0.0022  4E-04  18  

KAWWT  dioxin  94.6  1.26  226.3  2.52  4  4  EC50  0.08  3E-02  43  

MHWWT  

(MBR) sub1  Dioxin  97.9  1.47  229.8  2.59  2  3  EC50  0.14  8E-02  61  

ABLWCR  Dioxin  97.3  1.72  223.4  3.60  2  4  EC20  0.21  1E-01  47  

MHWWT  

(MBR) sub2  PCB  99.8  1.75  248.7  4.45  1  1  EC20  0.00  1E-04  34  

 KOTWWT  

(KW)  Dioxin  99.2  1.58  408.2  3.28  2  2  EC25  0.01  3E-03  33  

 NPF  Dioxin  96.6  1.53  414.6  3.09  3  4  EC25  0.02  6E-03  40  

 AKR  PCB  94.8  0.79  183.2  1.77  5  1  EC25  0.00  2E-04  38  

1 Lower asymptotes  
2 Slope parameter  
3 Half maximal effective concentration or EC50  
4  Upper asymptotes  

  

  

  


